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It is desirable to associate for energy trans
mission, and again to disassociate components
of apparatus carrying electrical and magnetic
waves of high frequency, if at all possible with
practicalIy the same facility with which connec
tlODS of low frequency apparatus can be estab
lished. Due to the nature of short wave energy
How, the problem of providing satisfactory COD
nections ot this type encounters di.fficulties which
are quite foreign to those encountered in low
frequency transmission, particularly also if the
connections are to be of the nature of coaxial
conductors.
It is one of the principal objects of the pres
ent invention to provide a connector system of
the above mentioned type which permits join
Ing of two apparatus components in direct and
simple manner not reqUiring skill or particular
attention, and which can be relied upon to pass
ultra high frequency power without objection
able reflections and micro wave radiations.
Other objects of the invention are to provide
such a connector assembly one end conductor or
connector proper of which can be readily en
gaged with the identical element of any other
connector to form a continuous transmission
line of impedance characteristics suitable fOl"
efficiently passing high frequency energy of the
above mentioned type; to provide such a. con
nector assembly which inherently assures, for
purposes of ultra high frequency energy trans
mission, continuity of conductor surface; to pro
vide such a connector assembly which can be
easUy attached to wave guide transmission lines
especially also coaxial lines, of the most com
monly used types, permitting proper matching
and shielding to prevent the above mentioned
detrimental reHection and radiation; to provide
a coaxial connector which may be readily en
gaged with any other connector of the same
type and dimensions to form a uniform concen
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tric transmission line; to provide a connector
assembly which facilltates the mechanical en
gagement of a pair of connectors without affect
ing its electrical continuity; to provide such a 45
connector which is electrically compensated for
dlscontinultles due to mechanical construction;
to provide a coaxial connector which permits
mechanically secure engagement of both inner
and oute}' conductors; and to provide a connec- 60
tor of the type referred to which is easily
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for ultra. high freqUency transmission purposes
which is simple, dependable and inexpensive and
permits secure and easy joining of the conduits
to be connected while fully insuring electrical
continuity of the type necessary for such trans
mission.
In one of its principal aspects the invention em
ploys an electrical connector composed of two
coaxial conductors each of which has an inner
and an outer set of contact fingers for engage
ment with the outer and tnner sets of fingers
of a substantially identical connector, these con
ductors being positively Inter-connected to fixate
them in such mechanical as well as electrical
relationship i.hal; the secure engagement with
an Identical connector is with certainty assured
while a high frequency power conduit of sub
stantially uniIorm impedance condition through
out the connector is establfshed through electrical
compensation of mechanically required discon
tlnuitles.
In another aspect, individual conductors are
according to the invention made from single
pieces of tubing, each with a plurality of contact flngers for engagement with the fingers of a
substantially identical connector, these flngers
deflning when thus engaged, together wIth an
Insulator for separating the conductors, two con
centric cylinders, one for each of two coaxial
condUctors and each cylinder having fingers
radlally otrsec alternately to the inside and out
side thereof.
In a further important aspect of the invention,
continuity ot the effective wave guiding SUl"faces of the connector is Insured by outwardlY
tapering or otherwise deforming the conductor
fingers lying on the inside of the above mentioned
outer cylinder and, In the case of coaxial con
nectors, by inwardly tapering or otherwise deforming the contact fingers on the outside of
the inner cylinder while easy and convenient
joining of substantially identical conductors is
provided by flaring the conduit fingers on the
outside of the outer cylinder outwa.rdly at their
ends and forming the ends of the conduit fingers
lYing on the Inside of the inner cylinder inward
ly; in a preferred embodiment the fingers are
flared as well as tapered in the above indicated
manner.
It will be understood that the above men
tioned cylinders are susbtanttaUy defined by
the fingers of a connector when it is engaged
with another identical connector, whereas cer

adaptable for a large variety or uses, to join
flexible lines or rigid lines, or to connect such
tain fingers may depart slightly from this defin
lines to panel apparatus, and generally speak
ing to provide an electrical connector system 65 ing shape when disengaged.
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also show modifications of the provisions for ro
An additional feature of a. practical embodi
tational correlation of the inner and outer con
ment of the invention Is the arrangement of the
ductors; and
above mentioned sets of conduit fingers in such
Fig. 10 is a schematIca! longitudinal section
a. manner that one of the sets of the outer con
ductor is radially displaced inwardly to form a o similar to Fig. 9, showing a modificatIon with
formed contact ridges instead of tapered fingers,
step at the root of the set, the above mentioned
the height of the formed ridges being exaggerated
Insulating and separating bcxly contacting the
in order to 1llustrate this feature more clearly.
conductor against this step, the dielectric con
All figures show an outer conductor 10, prefstant and dimensions of the insulator and the
depth of the step being so correlated that they 10 erably pressed from a single piece of tubing, with
inner fingers 11 and 12, and outer fingers IS and
compensate each other to maintain substan
16. As particularly shown In Figs. 8 and 9, the
tially uniform Impedance conditions through
Inner fingers I1 and 12 are tapered outwardlY,
the connector; the Inner conductor of the coaxial
whereas the ends of the outer fingers 15 and I G
connector may be stepped in analogous manner.
the impedance change due to the change of shape U are flared outwardly as indicated by numerals
11 and f8,
of the metallic conductor beJng again compensat
All figures also show the Inner conductor 20
ed by correlating dielectric constant and dimen
which has inner fingers 21 and 22 and outer
sions Of the separator so as to compensate for the
il:ngers 25, 20. As Indicated In Figs. 8 and 9, the
mechanIcally required discontinuity, to provide
uniform impedance conditions throughout the 20 outer fingers of the Inner conductor are tapered
connector. In accordance with the Invention,
Inwardly, whereas the ends of the Inner fingers
the separating Insulators are preferably so ar
are flared inwardly at 21, 28.
As particularly shown In Figs. 2, 3 and 5, the
ranged that theIr diStance in a connector as
sembly is appreciably different from one half of
outer and inner surfaces ot outer fingers 15 and
the wave length or a multp
i le thereof, of the 25 16 are fiushed throughout, whereas the inner
high frequency energy transmitted through the
flngers 11 and j 2 are set back inwardly so that
their outer surface Is In the cylinder containing
assemblY.
In some of the more specific aspects of the
the inner surface of the outer fingers, at the
invention, the coaxial conductors of the connec
same time forming the step particularly shown
tor are provided with keys which engage cor 30 in Fig. 5 at 19.
responding recesses of the above mentioned Insu
Formed at the roots 31, 32 of the Inner fingers
lator diSk, which permits easy assembly and es
11, '2 are keys 38, 39 whose outer surface is
tablishes secure angular as well as axial alI.gn
flush with the outer surface of the inner, and
ment of the conductors, the Insulator providing
the inner surface of the outer fingcl·s, whereas
this mechanical function together with the above 35 the Inner surface of these keys is flush with the
mentioned electrical compensation for Impedance
inner surface of the fingers at whose roots they
chonsc if the ClonduCltor shape ohould be dta
are formed, as indicated In FIg:s. 1 and 3.
oontinuous as above mentioned; Instead of pro
The attached side of the outer conductor tube
viding rotational allgnment by means of keys
j 0 is provided with a thread 34. It should be
and key ways of conductors and insulating sepa 40 noted that in Fig. 2 the section Is taken through
rator respectively, set pins, flats, or analogous
the keys of the inner flngers I J and 12 and the
provisions may be used.
key ways of the insulator disk to be described
These and other objects,as;lects and features
hereinbelow, so that the roots 31,32 of the inner
fingers 11, 12 do not appear in section.
will appear from the following description of sev
eral typical practical embodlments Illustrating the .j[i
The above described hmel' conductor tube 20
novel characteristics of my Invention.
has a shank 35 provIded with an inner thread 36
(Fig. 2), and joins the roots of the conductor
In the drawing:
Fig, 1 Is a front elevation of a coaxial connec
il:ngers ·proper with a shoulder 31 The shank 35
of the inner conductor 20 has, formed thereon
tor according to the Invention;
Fig. 2 is a section on 2-2 of Fig. I with parts !i0 by pressing, two keys or ears 48, 49.

of the conductors of a coaxial line shown In ele
vatIon;
Fig. 3 is a section on line 3-3 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 Is a section on lines 4-4 of Fig. 1 with
the coaxial line conductors and part of the
coupling nut shown in elevation;
Fig. 5 is a section on lines 5-5 of Fig. I, with
the inner conductor and coupling nut omitted;
Fig. 6 is an elevation and longitudinal section
of a connector similar to that shown in FIgs. 1
to 5 but particularly suited for connecting a flexi
ble coaxial cable cOnductor instead of a rigid co
axIal conductor;
Fig. 7 is an elevation and section similar to
those of Fig. 6, but of a connector particularlY
suited for mounting on a panel;
FIg. 8 is a schematlcal longitudinal section
through a pair of matching connectors accord
ing to the invention In position to be joined,with
the tapers exaggerated in order more plainlY to
illustrate this feature of the invention;
Fig. 9 is a schematicai longitudinal section in
. a plane normal to the section plane of Fig. 8,
through a connector assembly with two mutually
engaged identical connectors; Figures 8 and 0

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the inner conductor
20 may be screwed to a solid inner coaxial con
ductor IU. whereas the outer conductor 10 is con
nected t o an outer coaxIal oondult 42 by means
fi5 of a SQuare retaining ring 45 (Fig. 2) resting in
a recess of conductor 42, and a coupling nut 43
whose thread matches the above mentioned
thread 34 of the outer conductor tube 10.
The insulatIng ring 53 has two outer key ways
60
61,52 and two Inner key ways :;3, 54, which are
shaped to engage the keys 38, 39 of the outer
conductor and the eat's 48, 49, respectively, of the
Inner conductor, as clearly shown in Fig. 3.

When assembled, the nut 46 presses shoulder
19 oC the outer conductor agaInst one face of the
InsUlator 50, which face also engages shoulder 31
of the inner C()nductor, whereas the other face
of the insulator 50 rests against the end faces
of the coaxial conductors 41 and 42. This pres
TO
surable surface contact and the keys and key
ways above described provide a very rigid as
sembly which firmly secures the axial and l'Ota
tional correlation oC the effective conductor
members 10 and 20.
75
In order to provide for convenient and easy
65
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joining of two connectors and to maintain elec
trical continuity. the fingers may be flared and
tapered as mentioned above and indicated in Fig,
S which shows the taper exaggerated. It will be
noted that the inner fingers of the outer CODductors are tapered outwardly whereas the outer
fingers of the inner conductors are tapered in
wardly which provides, through the slight spring
action of this construction, secure mechanical
juncture but primarily also finn electriCa l CODtact at regions where the continuity of the wave
guiding surfaces is least disturbed,
Instead of tapering selected sets of fingers as
above described, the same result may be accom
plished by forming the tips of the inner fingers
of the outer conductor outwardly and by form
ing the tips of the outer fingers of the inner con
ductor inwardly, as wlll be described with refer·
ence to Fig. 10.
In order to join components of high frequency
apparatus by means of a device according to the
invention, it Is merely necessary to juxtapose two
individual identical connectors in approximate
alignment as for example indicated in Fig. 8, and
gently slide them together until resistance indieating fUll juncture Is 'encountered. Due to the
above described correlation ot the mechanical
and electrical factors Involved, this juncture es
tablishes a conduit providing tor all practical pur
poses undisturbed high frequency transmission.
Figs. 8 and 9 also show two other possibilities
of rotationally securing the conductors relativelY
to each other, namely pins 61, 62 made from in·
sulating material for example a polystyrene, and
pressurably driven through a hole of the outer
conductor Into a corresponding bore of the in·
sulator disk. Or, instead ()f providinR' the in·
sulator disk 50 with one or two sets of key ways,
it may be flattened at one or several points, as
Indicated at 65, 66 of Figs. 8 and 9 respectively,
these fiats corresponding to similarly flattened
portions of the inner conductor members.
The change in the ratio of diameter of the
outer and inner conductors occurring at the above
discussed shoulders constitute dlscontlnuitles of
the effective wave guiding surfaces, in the case
of a coaxial conductor the inner surface of the
outer conductor and the outer surface of the in
ner conductor. These dlscontinwties would dls·
turb the smooth wave progress, and according
to the present Invention they are compensated by
correlating them with the dimensions of the in
sUlating disk 50 whose diameters and dielectric
constant are so chosen that characteristic im
pedance Is maintained constant throughout the
conduit. For any conductor diameters and in
sulating material the characteristic impedance of
a coaxial transmission line is given by the formula

Zo=(138/y;) LogIOD/d
where € is the dielectric constant of the insulating
material. D is the inside diameter of the outer
conductor and d is the outside diameter of the
inner conductor.
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diameter of .625", with a central hole or .165"
diameter, thereby maintaining a characteristic
impedance ot substantially 50 ohms throughout.
As mentioned above, the tapers and flares ot the
� end conduits 10 and 20 are so chosen that they
promote undisturbed transmission. The outermost fingers 15 and f6 also shield the points ot
pressurable electrical contact with the contacting
fingers 11 andJ2 of any other mating connector
10 thus preventing objectionable wave radiation.
In designing connectors of this type for a given
frequency It is also desirable to choose the length
of the fingers so that the distance of the insulator
disks is not near a half wave length or a. mut·
13 tiple thereof, because any configuration provid
ing less than full compensation, such as due t-o
mechanical imperfection, tends to be addltively
detrimental between two disks separated by one·
half electrical wave length of the transmitted
energy flow.
20
As indicated by similar numeralS, the connect
ing or end conductor elements of the connectors
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are similar to those above
described with reference to Figs. 1 to 5, 8 and 9.
The construction according to Fig. 6, particu2G
larly suitable for connecting flexible coaxial lines,
differs from the previously described embodiment
as follows.
In order to attach the connector according t o
30 Fig. 6 t o a flexible coaxial conductor, the inner

condUctor 20 is attached to the flexible inner
conductor 10 by means of an inner transition
piece 11, which conforms at its connector end
to the rigid conductor 41 shown in Fig. 2 but
36 which Is tapered at its cable end and drilled to
accommodate the flexible inner coaxial conductor
to which it is attached for example by soldering.
The outer conductor ID Is connected to the flex
ible outer coaxial conductor 13, which may be a
"'0 braided metal hose, by means of an outer transl·
tIon piece 14 which conforms with Its connector
end to the rigid outer conductor 42 of Fig. 2 but
which is taIlered at its cable end to an outer
diameter accommodating that of the flexible
45 outer conductor 13 to which it is attached for
example by meaDS of a crimp ring 15. Outer
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It will be evident that the dielectric constant 6.5
and diameters of the insulator 50 will depend
upon the configura.tion of the condui� and will
vary according to requirements at hand. In a
satisfactory practical embodiment, the air in·
sula.ted portions (��l) of the conduits and con 10
nectors have an inside diameter of 0.562" of the
outer conductor, and an outside diameter or
0.244" Of the inner condUctor, while the com
pensa.ting disk, made of polystyrene with a di
electric constant of approximately 2.6 ·has a 16

and inner flexible conductors are separated by Do
layer of flexible insulation 11 and protected by a
neoprene or plastic sheath. The entire connec
tor assembly is housed within a cable guard 18
made for example of soft black rubber or neoprene.
The embooiment according to Fig. 7 is again so
far as the inner and outer conductors iO and 20
are concernEd, Similar to the embodiments de
scribed above with reference to Figs. 1 to 5, and
it incorporates transition pieces 11 and 14 which
are essentially similar to those described above
with reference to Fig. 6. In addition to the above
described elements, this embodiment incorporates
a panel adapter 81 with saw cut slits 84, an outer
thread 82, and a rim 83. This assembly is at
tached to a panel 85 by means of nut 86, which
presses adapter 81 against nut 46 a.nd at the same
time secures the entire assembly to the panel 85.
lt will be evident that the above described ele
ments of the connector according to the Inven
tion may vary as to their configuration, If not
as to their function, according to requirements
at hand; on the other hand it wlll be understood
that the above described preferred embodiment
permits ready and easy adaptation to a variety of
uses, with a maximum number of parts usable
for all modifica.tions, which are those ordinarlly
required in apparatus of the present type.
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It will be understood that the manner of rela'·
lively positioning the outer and inner -conductors
,by means of an insulator body may vary accord
ing to requirements, but that one of the basic
concepts of the invention. na.'1lely the electrical
compensation of a conductor configuration re
quired by mechanical considerations, by way of
correlating mechanical and electrical patterns,

is in the above described embodiment carried out
by means of elements which together fulfill both
mechanical and electrical requirements with a
minimum of parts or complexity of structural
configuration.
The modification shown in Fig. 10 provides
proper electrical contact and essential conduit
continuity by means of a construction which may
sometimes be preferable to the incorporation of

the above described slight taper of fingers such
as 11, 12 and 25, 26. In this modification, all
fingers are always substantially cylindrical sur
faces, but the tips of the inner fingers of the
outer conductor and those of the outer fingers
of the inner conductor are formed slightly to
protrude .outwardly, and inwardly, respectively.
Thus, fingers 91 and 92 of Fig. 10 are provided
with outwardly protruding formed rims 93, 94,
and fingers 95 and 96 with inwardly protruding
rims 91, 93. These formed rims can be very
small, just high enough to insure pressurable
electric content at the roots of the corresponding
opposite fingers, while avoiding any possibly det
rimental deformation.
It should be understood that the present dis
clostu·e is for the purpose of illustration only and
that this invention includes all modifications and
equivalents which fall within the scope of the
appended claims.
I claim:
1. A coaxial electrical connector comprising
an inner conductor and an outer conductor each
having a plurality of contact fingers for engage
ment with the fingers of a substantially identi
cal connector, said fingers defining cylinders
with each cylinder having fingers radially offset
alternately to the inside and outside thereof, said
outer conductor having an inwardly projecting
key, and said inner conductor having an out
wardly extending key; and an insulator disk hav
ing an outer recess fitting said first and an inner
recess fitting said second key to provide rota
tional orientation so that the contact fingers of
each conductor will registerlngly engage the con
tact fingers of said identical connector.
2. A coaxial electrical conncct;or comprising an
Inner electrical conductor attached to a metallic
core, an outer electrical conductol' attached to a
metallic conduit surrounding said core, and an
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trio· rims fitting· said inner and outer steps ·of
-said conductors, respectively, and having recesses
fitting said keys, to provide axial and angular
relative localization of said conductors.
,j
3. A coaxial electrical cOlmector comprising an
innel' conductor and an outer conductor each
having a plurality of contact fingers for engage
ment with the fingers of the inner and outer con
dllctors of a substantially identical connector,
to said fingers defining cylinders with each cylinder
having fingers radially offset alternately to the
inside and outside thereof, said outer conductor
having a surface deformation element and said
Inner conductor likewise having a surface defor1:) mation element; and an insulator body having a
surface deformation element corresponding to
and engaging said deformation element of said
outer conductor and also having a surface defor
mation element corresponding to and engagirig
20 said deformation element of said Inner conduc
tor; ,said deformation elements providing rota
t�onal registration of inner and outer comtuctors
of the connector so that the contact .fingers of
each conductor will reglsteringly engage the 'Con26 tact fingers of Said identical cOlUlectOl'.
4. Connector according to claim 3 wherein
said surface deformation element of one of said
conductors ·inciudes a projecting key and th.e cor
responding surface deformation element of said
30 insulator body includes a recess fitting said key.
5. Connector according to claim 3 wherein
said I?UI·face ·deformation element of one of said
'Conductors includes a pin pressurably driven
through a hole of said conductor and the cor35 responding surface deformation element of
said insulator body is a bore which fits said pin.
6. Connector according to claim 3 wherein
said surface· deforma·t1on element of one of said
conductors includes a flattened portion and the
40 corresponding deformation of said insulator
body includes a fiat surface fitting said flattened
portion.
7, Connector according to claim 3 for short
wave length transmission lines, wherein the dis.45 tance of said insulator body from the tips of said
.fingers is such that, upon engagement of two
identical connectors, the two bodies are at a dis
tance substantially differing from one half of
said wave length or a multiple thereof.
60. 8. Connector according to claim 3 wherein the
contact fingers lying on the inside of the cylinder
defined by the fingers of the outer conductor are
tapered· outwardly and the contact fingers lying
OD the. outside of the cylinder defined by the
55 fingers of the inner conductor are tapered in
wardly, thereby to insu1"e continuity of the Inner
surface of ,the outer conductor and the outer

surface ·of the Inner conductoJ:, through pres
annular insulator body separating said conduc
surable contact of the tips of the tapered fingers
tors, said conductors each having several contact
fingers formed and arranged to define two re 60 with the roots of the corresponding fingers of
said substantially identical connecto!".
spective concentric cylinders with alternate con
9. Connector according to. claim 3 wherein the
tact fingers radially offset to the inside and out
fingers lying o n the Inside of the cylinder de
side of said cylinders, the fingels lying inside the
fined by the fingers of the outer conductor have
cylindcl· of said outer conductor and the fingers
lying outside the cylinder of said inner conductor 65 an outwardly embossed tip and the fingers lying
on the outside of the cylinder defined by the
having wel] defined steps at the attached ends of
fingers of the inner conductor have an inwardly
the fingers to provide mutual axial 'localization
embossed tip, thereby to insure continuity of
of said insulator body, said outer conductor hav
the inner .surface of the outer conductor and the
ing a key projecting inwardly beyond said step
as an extension of the inner surface of one of 70 outer surface of the inner conductor, through

said inside fingers of the outer conductor, said
inner conductor l1aving a key projecting out
wardly within the outer surface of one of said
outer fingers of the . inner �onductor, and said
insulator body having inner and outer concen- 75

pressurable contact of said tips with the roots
of the corresponding fingers of a substantially
identical connector.
10. Connector . according to claim 3 wherein
the tips of .the outer contact fingers of the out-
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side conductor are flared outwardly, the tips of
the inner contact fingers of the inside conductor
are flared inwardly, and the tips of the remnln�
ing fingers terminate in circles within said fiared
tips, so as to be forced Into pressurable contact
upon engagement with the respective flared
flngers of a substantially identical connector.
HAROLD M. WILSON.
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